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TRUST-BASED CAPACITY BUILDING

**ARTICLE | Building Nonprofit Capacity, Hand in Hand**

Is strategic capacity building in tension with a trust-based philanthropy approach? The power dynamic between funders and grantees certainly affects how nonprofits receive and experience capacity-building support, write Anu Malipatil and Lucy Brainard of the Overdeck Family Foundation. But this shouldn’t prevent funders from helping grantees to become more cost-effective, sustainable, and scalable. “Strategic capacity building can work in concert with trust-based philanthropy to achieve greater impact than funding can alone.” What’s required is trust, shared respect, and mutual accountability.

REDIRECTING CLIMATE DOLLARS

**ARTICLE | Better Climate Funding Means Centering Local and Indigenous Communities**

Failure to deliver funding to local and community organizations is nothing new. When it comes to the dual climate and biodiversity crises, though, supporting the land rights and environmental stewardship of Indigenous peoples and other local, rural communities is urgent and essential. Doing so will require “major changes in the culture, infrastructure, and practices of climate and conservation funders, including international NGOs, private foundations and philanthropies, and government funding agencies.”

MENTAL HEALTH IN FOCUS

**IN-DEPTH SERIES | Global Perspectives on Mental Health and Social Change**

While mental health and social change are frequently considered separately, strong evidence suggests that integrating the two can lead to lasting impact. In this article series, produced in partnership with the Catalyst 2030 Mental Health Collaboration, contributors explore the why and how of addressing mental health in support of climate justice, gender equity, peace building, and the workplace. All together, they justify making mental health a central piece of any social-change effort.

TROUBLE WITH IMPACT INVESTING

**ARTICLE | Impact Investing Can’t Deliver by Chasing Market Returns**

There’s a basic truth that many impact investors are reluctant to accept, writes Jim Bildner, CEO of the Draper Richards Kaplan Foundation: “Investments that create full market return and true social impact ... simply do not exist at scale.” What role does impact investing have to play then? As complement to other forms of capital with more realistic economic expectations, Bildner argues. “Impact investing is not its own thing. It’s part of a coordinated effort to attract market capital.”

Leaders from the Center for Effective Philanthropy explain six of their internal practices that they believe have contributed to success in hiring, performance, and equity. For one: They don’t give merit pay.

**BY THE NUMBERS**

36 percent

The share of the Earth’s intact forest landscapes, critical to mitigating climate change, that are found on Indigenous-controlled lands.

$1.7 billion

The amount pledged by 22 government and private funders at the COP26 climate summit in 2021 to support Indigenous land rights and forest tenure.

7 percent

The portion of that $1.7 billion pledge that has been delivered directly to Indigenous groups so far, according to donor reports.